PRESS RELEASE / MEDIA ADVISORY -- FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

WE WON: Election Fraud Lawsuit
Court finds: “...in favor of Plaintiffs and against Defendants
MICHAEL VU and COUNTY OF SAN DIEGO...”
“We want clean and complete -- not sham -- election audits.”
>>>> MEDIA ADVISORY <<<<
PRESS CONFERENCE AND ACTIVIST RALLY
WHEN:

Jan 31, 2017, 11AM PT (Tuesday)

WHERE: San Diego County Registrar of Voters
5600 Overland Ave, San Diego, CA 92123
WHAT:

Plaintiff Ray Lutz and Attorney Alan Geraci will speak on the
Judgment and invite activists to speak on the issue.

RSVP:

Citizens who wish to attend, please RSVP at this link:
https://www.facebook.com/events/1722928028017450/

LIVE STREAM: We will be live streaming this event!
Note: We may conduct the press conference on the far south side of the parking lot to
avoid construction noise and to avoid blocking any active early voting.

SAN DIEGO (January 30, 2017) -- “WE WON.” Citizens Oversight, Inc and Raymond Lutz prevailed
in California Superior Court in the case of “Lutz vs. Vu”, vs. San Diego County Registrar Michael Vu,
et al. with a final judgment issued in the case.
Plaintiff Ray Lutz, National Coordinator for Citizens Oversight explained, “The judgment rules that
ALL Vote-By-Mail ballots must be included in the 1% manual tally audit but inexplicably does not also
require all accepted provisional ballots. We will not stop fighting until all ballots are included in the
audit process, or we have access to images of all ballots so we can conduct our own independent audit.
Unfortunately, most jurisdictions conduct shabby and incomplete audits, blatantly violate the election
code, and thus the audits are not much more than theater. Unfortunately, everyone was unable to look
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past the theater and see the audit fraud. In some counties (such as Los Angeles) the audits do more to
cover up election fraud rather than detect it.1”
Best practices is that the audit should be comprehensive. “All jurisdictions and all ballot types,
including absentee, mail-in and accepted provisional ballots, should be subject to the selection
process.”2 Election officials know that excluding accepted provisional ballots weakens the audit and
that the election code does not explicitly allow them to be excluded. The argument used in court by San
Diego County and accepted by Judge Wohlfeil was that we are asking for not just the validated and
accepted provisional ballots, but also the invalid provisional ballots that were not accepted, saying that
we wanted “more than 100% of the ballots to be audited.” This argument is nonsense, but was accepted
by the judge so as to result in a mixed judgment, apparently as he felt the County had enough mud on
their face already, and also it encourages us to appeal on that basis so that we can remove that
ridiculous limitation of the judgment.
The mud was even thicker on the County's face as they admit they did not even do all the Vote-by-Mail
ballots in the general election. They were able to delay the judgment in the case until after the election
was certified so we would have no recourse in the current general election, and the judge refused to
turn back the clock and force the County to redo the audit in the primary. We had additional concerns in
the primary because Vu hired 40 people for a week to locate and pre-stack the ballots to be audited, and
then used new computer reports that did not match the report of the initial election.
Prior to the general election, Lutz sent a letter to the top 24 Registrar of Voters (ROVs) in the state
including a “Technical Brief” which explains to ROVs how to conduct the manual tally so it includes
all ballots within the 30-day period after the election as mandated by law. So it can be done, if they
want to follow the law. Some counties did their best to conduct spotless audits, sampling from all the
ballots rather than just those processed by election night, but still there are many rogue counties who
refuse to be prudent in their operations.
Citizens Oversight will announce at this press conference that they are now promoting an alternative
approach, dubbed the “Open Ballot Initiative”3 which mainly means that election officials will upgrade
to systems that create relatively high-resolution images of the ballots and allow independent oversight
groups access to these ballots prior to certification, so that we can conduct our own 100% recount and
compare our results, or even post them to a public website to allow the public to peruse the ballot
images and count them by hand. Ballots have no means to identify the voter, so this does not invade
privacy.
“The Open Ballot Initiative is the closest thing to allow hand-counted paper ballots -- the gold standard
-- without actually forcing election officials or anyone else to use hand counting. The ballot images can
just as easily be run through software from various vendors and sources to resolve and tally the vote as
well. If election officials embrace this initiative, we believe the audits can be minimized, mainly to the
1

2
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Los Angeles County rescans any precincts that have a variance of more than two or three votes, and then compare only
with the new report. This means that if a precinct were off by 10 votes -- just the sort of hack that can flip an election if
applied to 1,000 precincts -- that it will simply be rescanned and the new report will snow no variance .The only hope of
detecting this vulnerability is through our Snapshot Protocol, were we get the election night results and compare with
the rescanned reports. We hope that with their new election system, ballot images will be available.
“Principles and Best Practices of Post-Election Audits” at ElectionAudits.org, Endorsed by the following organizations:
Brennan Center for Justice, Citizens for Election Integrity Minnesota, Coloradoans for Voting Integrity, Common
Cause, CTVotersCount.org, Florida Voters Coalition, Iowans for Voting Integrity, Michigan Election Reform Alliance,
Verified Voting, Citizens for Election Integrity Massachusetts. See http://electionaudits.org/files/bestpracticesfinal_0.pdf
See http://www.OpenBallotInitiative.org
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point of comparing samples of the images with the physical ballots to make sure they match. Thus, this
is a win-win. We get better transparency, and they save money on lengthy audits.”
Media and all interested citizens and activists are invited to attend the event on January 31. The event
will also be video recorded and live-streamed for those across the country interested in this important
issue.
Plaintiffs Citizens' Oversight, Inc. (also known as Citizens' Oversight Projects, or “COPs”) and
Raymond Lutz (who originally submitted the case pro per to the court prior to retaining attorney Alan
Geraci of CARE Legal Group) claimed that San Diego County Registrar of Voters, Michael Vu,
improperly omitted about 39% of the ballots from the election audit, or about 285,000 ballots. The
court agreed that about 210,000 of those were fraudulently omitted, while it improperly concluded that
the remainder were okay to leave out of such an audit.
This leaves a big hole for undetectable hacking to occur either by a compromised employee or by
external hackers with access to the central tabulator, or simply mistakes in tabulating machines. The
margin of victory was only 16,000 votes between Clinton and Sanders in the primary, easily hid in the
285,000 unaudited ballots, and even in those 68,000 accepted but unaudited provisionals, even if they
follow this judgment. Clearly, such blatant violation of the election code is a form of election fraud.
Full information about the lawsuit can be found at this link:
http://copswiki.org/Common/ElectionAuditLawsuit
An important piece of evidence was the complete history of Senate Bill SB-1235 from 2006 by then
State Senator Debra Bowen to amend Election Code Section 15360. This bill first added the
requirement that Vote-by-Mail (VBM) ballots be included, along with all ballots cast in person at
precincts (including provisional ballots) or at satellite locations in the audit process. This set of
documents is available at this link: http://www.copswiki.org/Common/M1704 .
Citizens Oversight sent a letter Oct 13 to the most populous 24 counties in California, comprising 92%
of the electorate, requesting that they comply with the law. A “Technical Brief” was included with this
letter explaining how they could comply with Election Code 15360 and still meet the legal requirement
that they certify the results within a month after election day.
We must demand that our election officials follow the law!
Volunteers can sign up at: http://CitizensOversight.org/signup
Donations are accepted at http://CitizensOversight.org/donate
Citizens Oversight is a 501(c)3 Delaware corporation with primary offices in California and is a
nonpartisan organization.
PRESS CONTACT:
Madge Torres -- 760-613-7035 or 760-753-1886 / madgicalcats@gmail.com
Ray Lutz
-- 619-820-5321 / raylutz@citizensoversight.org
###
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